Why I Regret Pushing Strategic Philanthropy

By Hal Harvey

As co-author, with Paul Brest, of *Money Well Spent*, a handbook on strategic philanthropy, I sometimes feel I owe the world an apology. The book’s ideas and arguments are important and legitimate, but I did not properly anticipate the potential side effects of this concept, and some of them are nasty indeed.

When we published our book in 2009, Paul and I argued that foundations needed clear, explicit strategies, as well as ways to measure progress against this strategy. That seems like common sense. But a major challenge for strategic philanthropy is that it can create delusions of omniscience in many program officers. Instead of reviewing grant proposals, querying experts, synthesizing ideas, and respecting those with years in the field, many program directors and officers become auteurs: They begin to see themselves as the origin of intelligence as well as the arbiters of money.

The grant-making business already starts with a deep imbalance of power, with one party wielding the decision-making authority and the other more or less on bended knee. Add the presumption of strategy, and in no time, grant seekers become whipsawed approval-seekers and grant makers become demigods — with all the theocratic arbitrariness that term implies.
Consider some examples: One foundation that used to pride itself on general support and long-term commitments to important institutions now routinely sits in when grantees interview job seekers. This foundation also suggests whom grantees should hire or fire. Another foundation that also offers a lot of general support has now spent millions of dollars on consultants that it selected to rewrite grantees’ strategic plans. These consultants, who report directly to the foundation staff, have scotched some programs and launched others. When grant makers select staff members and projects for grantees, the line between foundation-as-judge and foundation-as-operator is lost, and with it, any sense of accountability.

All of this would be OK if foundations were better at strategy than their grantees. And sometimes they are. At any given time, there will be grantees in trouble, and many program officers are smart and capable. But when this usurpation becomes common practice, as is increasingly the case, the effects can be ruinous.

The first round of damage is to the programs foundations support. Program officers simply do not have the experience, the relationships, or the close contact with subjects that grantees do, and while this distance sometimes provides a useful outside perspective, it can also make for lousy decisions. One organization with an unmatched track record in reducing carbon emissions through public policy was told by its primary supporters that they should seek "twofers," that is, grants that not only abated carbon but also helped nudge politically purple states toward blue. The result: zerofers.

Under pressure from grant makers, this organization had to cut its work in several solidly blue states that wanted to cut carbon emissions and needed help doing so. The nonprofit walked away from those potential gains, yet it didn’t create any perceivable political shifts in the purple states.

The second round of damage comes as the grantee’s senior leaders — and sometimes the entire staff — begin to tacitly shift their attention from the original mission to the goal of pleasing the grant makers. Do we want capable, energetic, and accomplished CEOs to become so oriented toward pleasing their foundation supporters that they forget how to lead, or lose the sense of freedom and spirit to lead? As this erosion continues, talented leaders have learned to ask, first, Can we raise money around this? Will it please our donors? And secondarily: Will this help us win in advancing our mission?
The most important arsenal in social change is capable, motivated, driven leaders. There is simply no substitute. When these leaders become minor gears in the program officer’s strategy, we all lose. I am sorry to report that the ranks of disheartened leaders are growing for precisely this reason.

Another big issue in strategic philanthropy involves measuring results.

Strategic philanthropy requires a grant maker to be specific about goals and then to measure the effects of her grants against those goals. As we all know, social change is difficult to gauge — especially when it involves policy or social practice — so surrogate measures are necessary. For policy, one might monitor changes in public opinion, or positive media attention, or the spillover effects driving similar policies elsewhere, or ex post facto benefits. There are also intermediary measures: What material has been produced, who has been spoken to, what meetings have been held, how many media briefings have been held, and so forth.

Each of these reporting points (and many more) has an individual rationale, but collectively they can become toxic. One experienced grantee with a six-year record of large-scale successes told me about a foundation that, in the name of strategic philanthropy, began to invent milestones for its grant. The foundation made a big grant but also created 59 milestones for the first nine months of the grant and demanded weekly reporting on progress. As humor columnist Dave Barry says, "I am not making this up."

The grantee was forced to refocus — away from his work and toward reporting, even going so far as to hire a full-time associate just to track and report when the milestones were reached. He was neutered by this sort of "strategic philanthropy."

I could go on, but instead let me offer six observations and suggestions that can perhaps help guide the concept of strategic philanthropy away from some shoals.

**The sum of process does not equal strategy.** Roughly speaking, there are people who excel at process and people who excel at strategy. Many people master neither skill, and a very few do both well. The problem in strategic philanthropy arises when those who master process but lack the ken for strategy are put in charge. They conjure best practices, metrics, milestones, key performance indicators, reporting requirements, and
more. Each item may make sense on its own, but in total it’s nonsense. And in any event, doing all of this is still no substitute for a real strategy. But meeting all of these process requirements can wipe out the strategic drive of any nonprofit leader.

**Consultants are rarely good strategists.** There are many smart consultants, but most of them are not experts in policy, let alone in building a campaign to win a policy, for example. They can identify trends and point out flaws. They can help nonprofits with organizational structure. They may see gaps in the grantee’s thinking or help analyze what’s happening to a cause a foundation supports. They can offer data to compare processes and budgets with other nonprofits. But they should not be in charge of developing a strategy. Getting addicted to consultants is a sure sign of trouble.

**Reporting must benefit, in obvious ways, the grant maker, the grantee, or, ideally, both.** This is a crucial line to draw. If grant makers cannot identify a specific, tangible benefit from a reporting requirement, they should drop it.

**The center of strategy-making should not lie solely in the foundation.** If a foundation decides to lead with strategic philanthropy, it needs a structured, serious way to consult with groups that work on the causes it hopes to aid. It needs to show respect for expertise and experience. It needs to act as a humble synthesizer rather than an omniscient leader. Grant makers, listen, gather, synthesize, test. Do these for real, not as a fake front. Build the strategy around what you learn, and then show the experts how you did so.

**Program officers and program directors must constantly remind themselves of the imbalance of power and its impact on decisions and evaluations.** The narcotics of power are a quiet, near-ubiquitous poison. If, as a foundation board member, you find your program staff reporting only smooth processes, Madoffian records of success, and genteel relations with organizations that work on the causes the foundation supports, you will want to be alert to the dangerous distortions your staff may actually imbue in the field. Foundation leaders have a duty to reach beyond self-reporting and to remember that they didn’t stop having bad ideas the day they started giving away money. Philanthropy has no checks and balances and is well insulated from criticism or truth-telling, so a real foundation leader must ensure that the program staff does not succumb to the poison.

**When you find good nonprofit leaders or groups, give them the benefit of the doubt.** Go to first principles: You are lucky that the groups and leaders are already strong. A grant maker’s job is to support those institutions and leaders. Write the check and get out of the way.
I remain a strong supporter of strategic philanthropy: Foundations should have clear goals based on a substantive understanding of issues and a strong sense of what drives change. They must track whether plans deliver results. They must use intelligence to course-correct. They must focus — and persist. But they must do all of this while making greater investments in institutions and leaders instead of projects. Above all, they must respect the strategic insights of others and learn to keep a light hand on the process and reporting buttons.

Good intentions badly applied can crush the best leaders and the best groups. By all means, be strategic in building foundation programs, but don’t confuse that work with either program omniscience or suffocating process. You will kill what you are trying to create.
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